**What You’ll Need for Your First Trimester***

**TEXTBOOKS:**
- **Pocket Atlas of Human Anatomy** by Dauber - Required - $50.95
- **Gray’s Anatomy for Students** by Drake - Required - $87.95
- **Textbook of Medical Physiology** by Hall (Guyton) - Required - $125.00
- **Biochemistry** by Harvey - Required - $68.99
- **Color Atlas & Textbook of Human Anatomy: Locomotor System** by Platzer - Required - $50.95
- **Clinical Neuroanatomy** by Snell - Required - $77.99

*You should have ONE of the following Anatomy Atlases:
- **Anatomy** by Clemente - Optional - $80.99
- **Human Anatomy: Color Atlas & Text** by Gosling - Optional - $85.95
- **Atlas of Human Anatomy** by Netter - Optional - $80.95
- **Color Atlas of Anatomy** by Rohen - Optional - $87.99
- **Thieme Atlas of Anatomy: Neck & Organs** by Schuenke - Optional - $74.99

**NOTES:**
- **Life Without Fear** by Barge - Optional - $45.50
- **Basic & Clinical Anatomy of the Spine, Spinal Cord, & ANS** by Cramer - Optional - $119.00
- **The Developing Human** by Moore - Required - $74.95
- **Essential Principles of Chiropractic** by Strang - Optional - $36.95

**EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES:**
- **Blunt Probe** - Required - $2.25
- **Disposable Lab Gloves** - Required - $9.95
- **Lab Coat** - Required - $20.95
- **Responsecard (“Clicker”)** - Required - $27.00/36.00 (used/new)
- **Bag of Bones** - Required - $43.95

*According to Instructor’s Requests for Spring 2017
Prices & Requirements / Recommendations May Change At Any Time
Some Items are Non-Returnable

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU ATTEND CLASS BEFORE MAKING YOUR PURCHASES!